Name Pending

February 14, 2018 Filly

Docs Best Card SI 91

\{Corona Cartel SI 97

\{Docs First Card SI 97

\{Strawfly Special SI 97

\\{Whatadash SI 96

\{Holland Ease SI 109

\{Corona Chick SI 113

\{First Down Dash SI 105

\{Miss Nevada Bev SI 82

\{Special Effort SI 104

\{Fly In The Pie SI 99

\{Dash For Cash SI 114

\{Easy Morning SI 106


1st dam

BABIES SPECIAL SI 84, by Strawfly Special. Winner to 3, $5,288. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 3 to race, all winners, including—

COCKTAIL SPECIAL SI 114 (g. by Corona Cocktail). 5 wins to 4, $71,288, Northwest Derby Challenge [G3]-NTR, 400y in 0:19.316, 2nd Silver Dollar Futurity [R] [G3], West/Southwest Juvenile Challenge, Utah Classic Futurity [R], finalist in the Northwest Champ. Challenge [G2], California Champ. Challenge [G2]. Special Walk SI 92 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Winner at 2, $6,872.

2nd dam

WHATADASH SI 96, by Dash For Cash. 4 wins in 8 starts to 3, $20,753, finalist in the Ed Burke Memorial Futurity [G2]. Sister to DESIGNER DASH SI 93. Dam of 12 foals to race, 11 ROM, including—


LEGENDS TUFFY SI 95, 3 wins to 5, $52,953, Iowa Stallion Derby [R], 2nd
Jim Bader Futurity [R] [G3], finalist Kansas Jackpot Futurity [R] [G2].

Blend Of Legend SI 92. 2 wins to 4, $34,754, 2nd Iowa Stallion Futurity [R]
[3], 3rd Iowa Stallion Derby [R] [G3].

Hey Bubba SI 85. Winner to 5, $23,096, finalist [R] [G3].
Dalark SI 90 (f. by Strawfly Special). 2 wins to 3, $21,194. Dam of—

Ghost Pepper SI 92. 4 wins to 4, $32,099, 3rd Markel S.
Engraver SI 99. 8 wins to 8, $79,441.

Myspecialrunner SI 103 (g. by Special Effort). 3 wins to 3, $109,740, finalist in the All American Derby [G1].

Dashing Meridoc SI 103 (g. by Meridoc). 8 wins to 4, $46,996.

3rd dam

Easy Morning SI 106, by Easy Jet. 8 wins in 13 starts at 2, $20,887, 2nd All American Congress Futurity. Sister to LIBERTY JET LINE SI 104 ($63,742); half sister to SUN LINE SI 94 ($21,212), LIBERTY LINE SI 93, Liberty Crown SI 94, Easy Morning SI 104, Liberty Deck SI 94, Liberty Rockette SI 94. Dam of 9 foals to race, 8 ROM, including—


Jacks Special Gem SI 104 (Special Effort). 2 wins to 3, $64,950, 2nd Kindergarten Futurity [G1], 3rd Dash for Cash Futurity [G1].
Rare Night Out SI 96 (Special Effort). 3 wins to 4, $32,838, finalist in the Golden State Derby [G1].

ENGAGEMENTS: PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby